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Abstract
Electroproduction of ui (783) mesons from a proton target has been measured in 
a search for so called ’’missing baryon resonances” . A 4.0 G eV  electron beam was 
used. The scattered electrons were measured in coincidence with the recoiling proton 
and the 7r+ from the w decay. Missing mass techniques were applied to identify the 
u> in the final state, and to reduce the p (770) contribution. The data show the 
u  very clearly on a smooth background originating predominantly from three-pion 
phase space. Yields have been extracted, and the W  and t dependencies determined. 
The t dependence is mostly monotonic for W  > 2 GeV, as expected from 7r-exchange 
and diffractive processes, while for W  < 2  GeV  strongly non-monotonic behavior is 
observed, indicative of possible s-channel nucleon resonance contributions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The quark model has been successful in describing the properties of known 
baryons [1, 2]. However, the predicted number of resonances (excited baryon states) 
is significantly greater than the number of observed states [3, 4, 5].
Baryon resonances have been predominantly observed in elastic pion scattering 
experiments. Pion beams are relatively easy to produce and in elastic scattering one 
needs to deal only with a two-particle final state, simplifying analysis. To observe a 
baryon resonance requires a significant coupling strength for the 7tAT resonance vertex 
in order for its m atrix element compared to others to make a substantial contribu­
tion to the scattering amplitude and hence the cross section. In the case of elastic 
scattering via a resonance this happens twice, once at each vertex. The scattering 
amplitude then contains the square of the coupling. One squares the amplitude to 
obtain a cross-section. Thus the cross-section depends on the coupling constant to 
the fourth power. Therefore, if a resonance has a weak irN  coupling it would be 
obscured by nearby resonances having a greater n N  coupling. Indeed it has been
1
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shown [1, 5] that many “missing” baryon resonances decouple from the ~ N  channel. 
However, Koniuk and Isgur [1] have pointed out that these baryon resonances retain 
a typical nucleon resonance width, sj 100 M eV . They may have significant coupling 
to other mesons.
Table 1.1 shows the predicted photo [6]- and strong [5]- for missing baryon 
resonances associated with uj electroproduction.
photo- || strong- |
coupling amplitudes
state IP N tt N cj
[iVs+]4 (1880) 0 2.7 -4.3
[iVt+]2 (1870) -15 6.1 +4.4
[iV§+]3 (1910) -27 1.0 -5.8
[iV§+]4 (1950) -5 4.1 -5.4
[jV§+]5 (2030) 15 1.8 -2.9
[iVt+]2 (1980) -11 1.3 +2.1
[n I +}3 (1995) -18 0.9 +3.1
Table 1.1: Photo[6]- and strong[5]- coupling amplitudes for predicted baryon res­
onances. For the 7p coupling the largest value for either A \  or A \  is displayed.
2 2
Notation used [./p]„(mass[MeVr]), where J p is the spin and parity of the state and n 
is the ordering of the mass states for example [iVa ~f_]4 (1950) is the fourth heaviest of 
the [iV§+] states .
If these baryon resonances exist and have significant meson and photon cou­
plings, a method of exposing them would be to use electromagnetic production of 
non hN  final states. For instance, iV |+(1910) should be a good candidate to inves­
tigate in u  electromagnetic production due to its large photo- and strong-coupling 
amplitudes. On the other hand the N ~ +( 1880) may not show up in electromagnetic 
production due to its negligible photo-coupling.
2
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There have been past indications [7, 8 , 9] of the possible existence of such 
"missing" baryon resonances in u> electromagnetic production, the subject of this 
thesis. Although the production is predominately via diffractive and t-channel tt 
exchange with the yield predominately in the forward direction, there is past data  
(shown in Fig. 1.1), from Joos et al. [8], indicating a small but significant non forward 
scattering contribution. Joos concludes tha t ” ...an additional production mechanism 
e.g. formation of s-channel resonances contributes strongly in u> electroproduction for 
W  < 2 GeV'” .
These considerations provided the motivation for a series of u  electroproduction 
experiments, initiated by the CLAS collaboration together with Bernhard Mecking 
and Volker Burkert, a t Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility (TJNAF). 
These experiments were conducted in Hall B during the spring of 1998 using CLAS, 
a large aperture multi-particle detector.
3
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t.7< W <2.0 GeV 
0.3<Q2< 1.4 GeV2
•  Joos Experiment 
c Photoproduction 
ABBHHM2.0
t .
05
05 0.0 - 1.0
cos 6 Cm
Figure 1.1: Differential cross-section for u> production as a function of cos =
cos (9cm) from earlier data: •  refers to Joos [8] electroproduction data, o is the pho­
toproduction data  of ABBHHM [9]. The dash-dot line is Joos [8] u> photoproduction 
model.
4
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Chapter 2
Selection of Reaction to Detect 
Omega Mesons
Of the several hadronic channels predicted by Isgur [1], and Capstick and 
Roberts [5] to couple significantly to ’’missing” resonances, the u>N channel offers 
advantages over pN  or tjN. The uj width is narrow (r^, =  8.5 M eV  [10]) compared 
to the p ( r p =  153 M eV  [10]). This makes the ui more distinguishable against a 
continuous background. It is a  isoscalar meson and couples with the proton only 
to N* ( /  =  1/2) nucleon resonances; there is no background from A  (I  = 3/2) nu­
cleon resonances. Of the known N* resonances, none have a measurable u> decay [10]; 
therefore there will be little background from known resonances. Electromagnetic 
u  production occurs predominately via vector meson dominance diffractive scatter­
ing (D S ) and i-channel 7r-exchange (O PE). For u; production these two processes 
are incoherent [11]. Both processes are characterized by a monotonically decreasing 
cross-section with increasing t (production angle).
5
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The D S  and O P E  processes are confined to the forward center-of-mass (CM) 
direction. CM variables are indicated by *. Since single resonance partial waves are 
symmetric about cos(0*) =  0 the backward CM direction is left as a "window” to 
search for previously unobserved resonances.
The processes for u; production can be described using the kinematic invariant 
t, the square of the four-momentum transfer. The four-vectors, p, from which t 
can be calculated are the target proton, pp, and the scattered proton, p^, or the 
virtual photon, p7u, and the u>, p^. Figure 2.1 displays the four-momenta used for 
calculations. Thus t can be calculated from
t =  ( P p - P p ' ) 2
or
t =  (P 7u -  P a ,)2-
The value of t (See Eq. B .ll.)  is readily accessible using lab frame quantities
t =  2m p (mp — 2Ep>) (2.1)
which requires only the measurement of the energy for the scattered proton, Ep>, and 
the proton mass, m p. t expressed in terms of the virtual photon,7„, from the electron 
vertex, and u> takes the form, (See Eq. B.24.)
( =  Q2 +  m l -  2v 'E l  +  2v/t '*2 -  Q2 K l  cos . (2.2)
For given Q2 =  —q2 =  2(EeE# — pe ■ pc') and W  =  ^/s =  j (pe — pe. +  pp)2 
values(i.e., for a given B*) Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2 display a linear relationship between E p> 
and cos - Therefore, t is a measure of the production angle. In the following
section the relation between u  production mechanisms and the Lorentz invariant t are 
explored as well as the effect of a possible s-channel resonance on the t distribution.
6
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Figure 2 .1: Schematic of electroproduction of uj mesons.
2.1 t Behavior of the Reaction
2.1.1 D iffractive S catterin g  (D S )
For diffractive scattering (DS), the incident virtual photon, 7 „, converts to an u;, 
by the properties of vector meson dominance [11] and diffractively scatters, perhaps 
by "pomeron” exchange, from the target proton. The reaction thus produces an on- 
shell u> and recoiling proton. The differential cross-section for diffractive scattering 
(DS) as illustrated by the Feynman diagram in Fig. 2.2 has a t dependence given by 
[12]
da
dt
da
dt
,-bt
t=o
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Here is the value of the cross-section at t =  0 G eV2. b, is the slope parameter
dt t=o
and is proportional to the square of the size of the interaction region, R  [12], b oc R 2. 
One property that comes from vector-meson-dominance is that of the fluctuation time, 
A r  [11, 13, 14, 15]. This is the formation time, A r or distance, cA r, for a virtual 
hadronic component of the virtual photon to be involved in a strong interaction. The 
possible hadrons are those with the same quantum numbers as the photon, the vector 
mesons, which includes the u j , J p =  l - . The expression for A r is based on the 
uncertainty principle and approximated [13, 14] by 1
A t  "  (2 '3)
v  and Q2 are the energy and mass of the off-shell virtual photon, m y  is the mass of 
the vector meson. It is interesting to note that that A r oc x~ l [15], where x  is the 
Bjorken x  and — tmin »  (A r )-2 [13].
2.1 .2  ^-channel n exchange (O PE )
For t-channel 7r exchange (OPE) the incident virtual photon scatters with a 
virtual tt° of the target proton to produce an u j . The Feynman diagram for the OPE 
is displayed in Fig. 2.3. The branching ratio for this process, u j  —> 7r°7 , is significant, 
8.5% [10]. The t dependence for OPE is expressed in terms of the pion propagator [28] 
as
da t -c h a n n e l 
ir -c x c h a n g c
dt
where m^o is the pi-zero rest mass and is equal to 135 M eV .
1Q2 here is taken as Q~ >  0 to agree with the references [13, 14].
G - m 2o)
8
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Figure 2 .2 : Feynman diagram for diffractive scattering via vector meson dominance.
Figure 2.3: Feynman diagram for t-channel 7r-exchange {OPE).
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2.1 .3  5-channel R eson an ce
In this case for an s-channel resonance the incident virtual photon collides with 
the target proton to produce a nucleon resonance, N*. The resonance then decays 
to produce an u  and proton. The Feynman diagram displayed in Fig. 2.4 shows 
an s-channel resonance. This production mechanism can be used to illustrate how 
the monotonic fall-off observed for from D S  and O P E  could be altered to produce a 
peaking mechanism in the backward direction of the t distribution. The f-dependence 
is found by solving Eq. 2.2 for cos and substituting it into the spherical har­
monics to obtain scattering amplitudes. For illustrative purposes the resonance is 
taken to be in a J p , | + state with £ =  3 and m = 3 [16] yielding
da.resonance
d(cos 9)
da.resonance
d(cos9)
oc \Yr(9,<f>)\2 ,
n3(».«) f
m 3( » ) f
W f
mf.
oc
oc sin
sm
cos
Then
da.resonance
dt
where
A
B
oc ( l  — [A +  B  ■ t]2) 3
2v 'E Z  - Q 2 - m l  
-  Q2 \i%\
and
2 ^ * 2  -  Q2 | £
-1
where 0*v u is the CM angle between the virtual photon, yv, and the u>.
These three contributions, D S, O P E  and s-channel resonances, to the relative
10
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Figure 2.4: Feynman diagram for s-channel resonance.
yield, are individually displayed in Fig. 2.5. The hadronic center of mass energy, W , 
was chosen to be 1.85 GeV. The mass of the virtual photon, Q2, was —1.6 G eV 2. 
The slope parameter, b, for D S  was assigned the value 4 G eV~2, based on the average 
of the values observed in this experiment and typical values [11] associated with D S.
In Fig. 2.5 one observes the exponential fall-off due to diffractive scattering, 
the fall-off due to ^ tzI|tao ^ expected for O P E , and a possible enhancement of the 
cross-section in the backward direction due to a hypothetical resonance.
11
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1.0 H
Diffractive
0.8 -
\  t-channel 
\  n -e xchange
T? 0 .4 -
resonance
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o.o-
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- t  (GeV2)
Figure 2.5: Schematic of electromagnetic u; production processes and their effects on 
the yield. Both D S  and O P E  indicate a monotonic fall-off in yield with increasing 
magnitude of t. An example of a resonance with J p , | + where t  =  3 and m =  3 
shows its possible affect of increasing the yield in the backward direction disrupting 
the afore mentioned monotonic fall-off in t.
12
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Chapter 3
Outline of the Choice of 
Experimental Parameters
The u  decays into two charged and one neutral particle, ui —>• 7r+ 7r°7r~. The 
CLAS detector acceptance for complete reconstruction of the u  is thus small. For 
each detected particle the acceptance drops roughly by a third. The acceptance drops 
more than a third if the additional particle is a 7  as would be expected from the 7r° 
decay to two 7 s.
In consideration of this decrease in acceptance it was decided to require a min­
imum number of particles to reconstruct the u>. Negatively charged particles are 
“inbenders” , these particles move towards the beam line after leaving the target due 
to the magnetic field direction. A significant number of the 7r“ s are lost down the 
beam pipe since they are “inbenders” . Further, it would be difficult to reconstruct 
the 7r° either by reconstructing its 2 7 -decay invariant mass (decreases sample due 
to 7  acceptance) or developing the missing mass from the e'p'7r+7r -  (again a sub-
13
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stantial decrease due to tt acceptance); reconstruction of the 7r° is currently under 
investigation by others [17, 18].
Therefore it was decided to detect the cu through the three-track events
ep —> e'p'ui —>■ e'p'ir+X .
Two missing mass squared distributions were determined,
Me’p' = (Pe +  Pp -  Pe' -  Pp ' f
to observe the u), and
= (Pe +  Pp -  Pe' -  Pp' -  P^+)2
on which a cut is made to exclude two pion events.
The signal for a strong resonance would be a monotonically falling production 
yield in the forward direction (low t) together with a rising yield in the backward 
direction (high t). This behavior would be expected to be strongly dependent upon 
the excitation energy (W ) of the total hadronic system.
This experiment obtained yields for u> electroproduction at 4.0 and 2.4 GeV  
electron energies for the 1998 run data.
14
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Chapter 4
The CLAS Detector
In this chapter the CLAS detector is discussed. In general most if not all of the 
information and figures contained in the subsequent sections come from publications 
that are in progress or have been submitted for publication.
4.1 The Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator 
Facility (CEBAF)
The Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility(CEBAF) housed at the 
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility (TJNAF) is located in Newport News, 
Virginia. The location of TJNAF relative to locations in central and south-east 
Virginia are shown in the inset of Fig. 4.1
The continuous electron beam accelerator (CEBA), shown in the lower portion 
of Fig. 4.1, is a five-pass, recirculating, superconducting radio frequency (RF) linac
15
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designed to deliver 200 microamperes of continuous wave (CW) beam a t 4.0 GeV.
At present CEBA utilizes approximately 400 superconducting RF cavities op­
erating a t 500 M H z  making CEBA the largest implementation of RF cavities in the 
world.
In each long side of the accelerator’s oval is a linac, comprised of approximately 
200 RF cavities, which accelerate the beam by 400 M eV.
When the desired beam energy is obtained the beam swir.chyard directs the 
beam to the appropriate experimental hall.
16
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I SITE PLAN 1'wmmmmmmmmmmmmmm.
Figure 4.1: Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility site plan. The inset is 
the location of the facility relative to other central and southeast Virginia localities. 
Note that M C C  =  Machine Control Center, F E L  =  Free Electron Laser, V A R C  =  
Virginia Applied Research Center. Also the construction of the Applied Research 
Center is now complete.
4.2 Hall B
Hall B is the experimental hall, labelled as B  in Fig. 4.1 containing the CEBAF 
Large Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS) with which this experiment was conducted. 
Beam enters the hall upon being directed to it from the beam switchyard of Fig. 4.1. 
Hall B has the most direct approach of beam from the accelerator.
17
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4.3 CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS)
The CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer(CLAS), shown in Figs. 4.2, 4.3 
and 4.4, is a six-gap toroidal multi-detector spectrometer. CLAS is comprised of 
4 sub-detectors. The drift chambers (DC) [19] are used to determine the trajectory 
of charged particles in a magnetic field. The Cerenkov counters (CC)[20] identify 
electrons. The electromagnetic shower calorimeters (EC) [18] detect electrons and 
photons. The large angle calorimeters (LAC) operation is similar to that of the EC 
but, extends the coverage of the CLAS detector to angles greater than the EC. The 
scintillation counters (SC) [21] are used for event sta rt time and obtaining time-of- 
flight information.
The main torus magnet coils naturally divide CLAS into six independent track­
ing areas or “sectors” , since a particle leaving the target and entering a sector remains 
in that sector with minimal azimuthal, 0 , variation, due to the toroidal nature of the 
field.
4.3.1  B eam  Line C om p on en ts
The beam line components and their positions relative to the target are listed 
in Table 4.1 Most of the devices listed are of importance during the experimental 
run to assure quality beam delivery to the target. The Faraday Cup is im portant for 
off-line analysis since the total charge for a given run is derived from this quantity to 
be used in the yield(cross-section) calculation.
18
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Figure 4.2: 3-D view of the CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer, CLAS.
Large-angle Calorimeter
D rift C ham bers 
Region I —
T O F  Countei
Figure 4.3: Mid-plane slice view of
CLAS. “TOF Counters” are the SC as 
defined in the text, “Drift Chambers” 
are the DC, “Electromagnetic Calorime­
ter” are the EC, “Cherenkov Coun­
ters” are the CC and the “Large-angle 
Calorimeter” are the LAC. [21]
Drift Chambers
Figure 4.4: Cross section view of CLAS. 
“TO F Counters” are the SC as defined 
in the text, “Drift Chambers” are the 
DC, “Electromagnetic Calorimeter” are 
the EC, “Cherenkov Counters” are the 
CC and the “Large-angle Calorimeter” 
are the LAC. [21]
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Device Purpose
Location 
relative to 
target, z (m )
1 nA  BPM beam position -28 .07
1 tlA  BPM beam position -24.41
harp/radiator beam profile -21.98
horizontal raster move beam slightly on target -14.36
vertical raster move beam slightly on target -12.53
beam halo monitors measure beam halo pre-CLAS -9 .78
1 nA  BPM beam position before CLAS -7 .65
CLAS target “W hat we’re trying to hit” 0.00
beam halo monitors measure beam halo post-CLAS 20.09
harp beam profile post-CLAS 22.22
Faraday Cup beam current/dum p 29.08
Table 4.1: Beam line components [22].
4.3 .2  T h e Target
The cryo target contains 3.8 cm  of liquid hydrogen. The window for the beam 
to enter the target area is 5 mm in diameter. The horizontal and vertical raster 
devices listed in Table 4.1 are used to move the beam around the entrance window 
to increase the longevity of target components that lie directly in the beam path and 
prevent the liquid hydrogen target from boiling..
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4 .3 .3  T h e M agn ets
CLAS utilizes two magnets a mini-torus which is illustrated by the six radial 
extensions from the center of Fig. 4.4 which helps to protect the drift chambers from 
charged electromagnetic background. The main torus coils are shown in Fig. 4.4. 
There are six main torus coils around the beam line, each is about 2.5 m  wide and 5 
m  long which produce a magnetic field in the azimuthal direction around the beam 
with a maximum intensity of 2 T. The placement of the torus coils lend to the 
“sector” nature design of CLAS. The bend of a charged particle trajectory by the 
main torus through CLAS yields information about the mass of the particle and the 
sign of the charge it carries.
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4 .3 .4  The D rift C ham bers (D C ) [19]
There are 18 drift chambers in CLAS with three drift chambers (regions) to a 
sector as shown in Figs. 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. Each chamber is wedge shaped and resembles 
a section of an orange, see Fig. 4.5. A mixture of 90 % argon and 10 % carbon dioxide 
was used in the drift chambers.
Within each chamber wires are grouped in two superlayers one normal and 
one stereo. The normal superlayer has wires strung perpendicular to the mid-plane 
slice, see Fig. 4.3. These wires are then approximately parallel to the magnetic field 
generated by the main torus. Further track positions are determined by the stereo 
superlayer which has its wires at an angle of 6° with respect to the normal wires. A 
charged particle leaving the target and moving through all chambers would see the 
following order of drift chamber regions and superlayers: region 1, stereo and normal, 
region 2, normal and stereo, and region 3, normal and stereo. Each superlayer is 
made of 4(region 1, stereo) to 6 layers of drift cells as shown in Fig. 4.6 with the size 
of the drift cell increasing as one moves away from the target.
An initial determination of a trajectory is obtained from the location of a hit 
DC cell. This “hit based” track yields a momentum, p, with a resolution on the order 
of 3 — 5 % due to the size of the DC cells and the numerous layers of cells.
The particle type associated with a track is then obtained from the initial “hit 
based” track combined wuth information from the EC and CC. If the particle is an 
electron, it is assigned a /3 =  1 and absolute event start time is obtained using the 
SC time, Tsc  and the path length, Pathlengthoc  from hit based tracking.
rp rp _  P athlengthp c
l B v e n t s t3 L T t  time sc  /»(=U 
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Precise DC trajectory determination is obtained from the DC drift time, Tdrift- 
Tdri/t is, in turn obtained from the cell wire hit time, wire, i.e., the arrival time 
of the ions on the wire plus path length terms;
T d r i f t  =  ^Event,tarttifneextrapolated ~  ^hit wire
fro m  t a r g e t
Finally, the distance of closest approach(DOCA) to the hit wire is determined 
from the drift velocity and time,
DOC A =  V drift X Tdrift
which yields a trajectory determination to within 200 f.im.
This method provides an average angular resolution of approximately ±10 mrad  
and a momentum resolution on the order of ±16 M eV  and are indicated in Fig. 4.8.
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4 .3 .5  T h e C erenkov D etector  (C C ) [20]
Each of the six sectors of the Cerenkov detector(CC) covering a polar angle from 
approximately 8 —> 45° is divided into 18 segments of 6. A 0 segment, see for example 
Fig. 4.9, is designed symmetrically about the the midplane bisecting the sector. The 
sides of a segment utilize two focusing mirrors and a cylindrical mirror to direct the 
Cerenkov light onto a Winston cone [29] and photomultiplier tube.
The CC utilizes Perfluorobutane (C4F 10), which has an index of refraction equal 
to 1.00153, as the radiator gas. The threshold for detecting electrons is approximately 
9 M eV /c. The charged pion threshold occurs for momenta of approximately 2.7 
GeV / c, see Fig. 4.10. For the energies of this experiment proton and kaon thresholds 
are too high for them to be observed by the CC [30].
The CC is 97 —» 99% efficient for detecting electrons. For charged pions the 
possibility of misidentifying pions as electrons increases with increasing pion momenta 
and the pion to electron detection ratio, 7r/e , also increases. For pions and electrons 
of energy 1.6 G eV  the ratio t t je  «  1%, see Fig. 4.11; at 2.7 GeV  the 7r/e  ratio is 
^  40%. For the W  range observed in this experiment the above tt/e  ratios resulted 
in an effective 7r/e  detection ratio of <  5%.
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Back-plate
Endplate
Circuit board
Beam Sector-plate
Endplate
Wire direction
Gas Window
Figure 4.5: Schematic of DC superlayer and associated hardware.
Figure 4.6: A section of region 3 normal(lower) and stereo(upper) superlayer hexag­
onal drift cells. The darkened cells represent a charged track passing through the 
chamber. In the upper right corner are elements of the CC.
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Figure 4.7: Vertex position for an electron beam incident upon an empty target. 
Moving left to right the peaks are associated with the windows of the target entrance 
and exit and a calibration foil of aluminum. The widths of the peaks indicate an 
angular resolution of ~  4 mrad.
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Figure 4.8: The plotted values are those of the difference between measured and 
calculated, CM, values for elastically scattered protons. The error bars indicate the 
angular (±10 mrad) or momentum (±16 M eV )  resolution of CLAS.
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4 .3 .6  T h e T im e o f  F light S cin tilla tors (SC ) [21]
A single sector of time of flight (SC) scintillator paddles is shown in Fig. 4.12. 
Their positions in the CLAS detector is indicated in Figs. 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. The 
electronics for a paddle is displayed in Fig. 4.13.
The timing resolution of the SC is about 160 ps  for 4 GeV  electrons, given by 
the “sigma” shown in Fig. 4.14. The velocity, (3 of a particle associated with a track 
can be determined knowing the trajectory path  length from the DC and timing from 
SC. Plotting this velocity versus the momentum as determined from DC information 
differentiates particle types as shown in Fig. 4.15
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YE l l i p t i c a l  m i r r o r PMT
WC
WC window
H y p e r b o l i c  m i r r o r M i d d l e  p l a n e
Figure 4.9: A segment of a sector of the Cerenkov detector
tt” d e t e c t i o n  e f f i c i e n c y
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A 2 .0  G eV /c
O 0 .8  G eV /c
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1
CC se g m e n t
Figure 4.10: CC Pion detection efficiency.
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Figure 4.11: Histogram of energy deposited in the calorimeter by electrons and pions 
with an energy of 1.6 GeV.
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4 .3 .7  T h e E lectrom agn etic  Show er C alorim eter (E C ) [18]
The electromagnetic shower calorimeter(EC) is of a lead-scintillator sandwich 
design consisting of alternating layers of lead and scintillator sheets. For a sector 
the calorimeter has the shape of an equilateral triangle. Each layer of scintillator is 
divided into 36 strips parallel to a side of the triangle, each subsequent layer is rotated 
by 1'20° as shown in Fig. 4.16. This design yields three views or orientations and a 
natural triangular pixel array of the calorimeter, displayed in Fig. 4.19. Each sector 
of the calorimeter is actually two calorimeters, one in front of the other, the inner, 
closest to the target, contains 8 layers of lead and scintillator per view and the outer 
5. From this inner and outer configuration one can obtain information about the 
longitudinal shower development. Roughly 1/3 of the energy of a showering particle 
is deposited in the inner and outer portions of the EC. The showering of a simulated 
2.4 G eV  electron is shown in Fig. 4.18. Due to the three views, readout is required 
from only one end of the scintillators as shown in Fig. 4.17 for a single view. Particle 
track location is determined by the pixel array of the EC and the overlap of deposited 
energy in the three views, an example is shown in Fig. 4.19. The “pixel events” give 
information about the transverse shower development.
The total energy deposited in the EC is used as part of the trigger to determine 
a good electron event. It has an energy resolution of (Je / E  < 0.1 /\/~E, angular 
resolution of SO ss 10 m r, 7r/e rejection greater than 10 %. If there is no time-of- 
flight information available from the SC the calorimeter can be used with a tim ing 
resolution of 1 ns.
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Figure 4.12: A sector of SC paddles
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Figure 4.13: Electronics for a SC paddle
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Figure 4.14: SC timing resolution for 4 GeV  electrons. 
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Figure 4.15: Particle timing information 
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4 .3 .8  D ata  A cq u isition
The CLAS Online Data Acquisition (CODA) is the interface between FASTBUS 
and CAMAC crates. The system can be broken down into its operations.
The trigger supervisor is designed to look at input from several sub-detectors 
and make a quick decision as to whether or not data is acquired. In the case of this 
experiment the trigger supervisor required that a hit be seen in the CC and energy 
of greater than 0.6 GeV  (200 m V )  be deposited in the EC.
Detector signals are processed through the crates. The information from the 
crates are read by a processor known as a readout controller (ROC). In general a 
single ROC handles only one crate. There are four main functions of a ROC: interact 
with the trigger supervisor, read data  for an event, send event fragments to the event 
builder, and take care of initialization and setup of crate electronics via the host 
computer.
The event builder collects event fragments from the ROCs to build the event 
into BOS(Bank Organization System) banks.
On-line processing allows for detector sub-system m onitoring during da ta  ac­
quisition.
Slow controls allow for component control and monitoring necessary for exper­
imental operation, i.e., detectors, power supplies, etc.
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Figure 4.16: One sector of the calorimeter
y
Figure 4.17: Cross sectional view of calorimeter, indicating scintillators, fiber optic 
bundles, light guides and photomultiplier tubes, see Fig. A .l also.
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B3+3:+/+5B
Figure 4.18: GEANT simulated 2.4 G eV  electron, incident from lower left showing 
response of E C . ___________________________________________
Figure 4.19: Raw data acquired from EC in response to a GEANT simulated elec­
tron.
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4.3 .9  Sam ple E vents
An example of a simulated e'p'u; event is displayed in Fig. 4.20 using the CLAS 
Event Display (CED) * where e'p'7r+7r“ tracks can be seen. The upper left window 
shows a proton track (solid curve) in sector 1 and a track (dashed curve) in sector 
4. The upper middle window displays sectors 2 (upper half of window) and 5 (lower 
half of window). In this window no charged particle tracks are observed in the DC in 
addition no hits have occurred in the CC or SC. However, in the lower left window 
is displayed a plane projection of the EC. Here can be seen a  “hit” in sector 5 (lower 
right of center triangular sector) perhaps due to a photon. The upper right window 
displays an electron track (solid curve) in sector 6 and a n~ track (dashed curve) in 
sector 3. The lower three windows are plane projections of the EC (left), DC (middle) 
and SC (right).
An example of a possible e'p'uj event from the raw data  is displayed in Fig. 4.21 
using the CLAS Event Display where e'p'ir+7r“ tracks can be seen. In the upper left 
window the lower sector(4) can be seen a track associated with an electron due to 
its inbending track through the DC, and a hit in the CC and considerable energy 
deposition in the EC. The hit in the EC can also be seen in the lower left windows 
rightmost triangular sector for the EC. In the middle upper window in the upper sec- 
tor(2) an outbending track could be associated with a proton track. In the rightmost 
upper window in the upper sector(3) an inbending track attributable to a tt-  and in 
the lower sector(6) an outbending track due to a 7r+. Also visible in these displays 
are the noise associated with a real event.
*CED developed by Dave Heddle of TJNAF.
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Figure 4.20: CLAS Event Display(CED) showing a simulated e'p'u event. T he upper 
left window is showing a proton track (solid curve) in sector 1 and a n~ track (dashed 
curve) in sector 4. The upper middle window displays sectors 2 (upper half of window) 
and 5 (lower half of window). The upper right window displays an electron track (solid 
curve) in sector 6 and a n~ track (dashed curve) in sector 3. The lower three windows 
are plane projections of the EC (left), DC (middle) and SC (right). An additional hit 
in sector 5 of the EC (the lower right of center triangular sector) perhaps a ttribu tab le  
to a photon.
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Figure 4.21: CLAS Event Display(CED) showing a raw data event.In the upper left 
window the lower sector(4) can be seen a track associated with an electron due to 
its inbending track through the DC, and a hit in the CC and considerable energy 
deposition in the EC. The hit in the EC can also be seen in the lower left windows 
rightmost triangular sector for the EC. In the middle upper window in the upper sec- 
tor(2) an outbending track could be associated with a proton track. In the rightmost 
upper window in the upper sector(3) an inbending track attributable to a ir~ and in 
the lower sector(6) an outbending track due to a 7r+. Also visible in these displays 
are the noise associated with a real event.
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4.3 .10  G eneral Perform ance o f  C LA S
Here are consolidated some general CLAS performance results and conditions 
of operation.
Item Value
Beam Current 0.5 nA
Data Rate 800 H z
Live Time 85 %
ir/e discrimination <  5 %
Table 4.2: General Performance of CLAS.
Polar angle coverage is listed in Table 4.3 based on particle momenta and 
whether the charge of the particle and the applied magnetic field cause the parti­
cle to be an inbender or outbender.
Momentum
(G eV/c) 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 1.0
Particle e 9 9 9 9
Type min max min max min max min max min max
Inbender 117.5 117.5 57.5 127.5 37.5 130.0 32.0 130.0 26.0 130.0
Outbender 70.0 90.0 10.0 127.5 10.0 130.0 10.0 130.0 10.0 130.0
Table 4.3: CLAS polar angle coverage.
The azimuthal, <j> acceptance of CLAS varies from approximately 50% of 2ir for 
9 = 15° to 85% of 27r for 9 =  90°.
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Chapter 5
Data
Data was obtained for three configurations. Electron beam energies of 4.045 
G eV  and 2.445 G eV  were used and toroidal magnetic fields as defined for an applied 
current of 2250 ( “high”) and 3375 ( “reduced”) amps. These parameters as well as 
the total events collected, flux and run dates are presented Table 5.1.
Data Description Magnetic Field Total Events Flux Run Dates
1(A ), Collected electrons (Inclusive)
%(of max) (xlO 6) (x lO 19)
4.045 GeV 3375, 93 7 3 /1 /98
High Magnetic Field 87 3/15/98
4.045 GeV 2250, 40 3 2/28/98
Reduced Magnetic Field 58 3/16/98
2.445 GeV 2250, 90 4 12/21/97
Reduced Magnetic Field 58 2/17/98
Table 5.1: Run Data Information.
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5.1 Kinematic Range of CLAS
For the 4.0 GeV  high magnetic field run the range of kinematic quantities Q2 
and W  obtained for the selected reaction ep —» e'p'u  —> e,p'7r+(7r°7r-) are displayed 
in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 respectively. The CLAS detector is well suited to observe this 
reaction since it covers the W  range from ~  0.9 —»• 2.6 G eV  and Q2 from ~  0.3 —> 4.3 
G eV 2. The experimental t range ~  0.2 —> 4.5 G eV2 and its distribution are displayed 
in Fig. 5.3. Similar displays for the 4.0 GeV  reduced field da ta  set are shown in 
Figs. 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 and for the 2.4 G eV  reduced field data set in Figs. 5.7, 5.8 
and 5.9. An example of particle identification is shown in Fig. 5.11 illustrating the 
separation between pions and protons. The slight peak a t 500 M e V  is attributable 
to kaons. The missing mass resolution for the cj is on the order of 17 M e V , as will 
be shown in section 5.3.
5.2 Determination of e'p'n+ Kinematics
5.2 .1  D ata  R ecord in g  and E vent P artic le  R eco n stru ctio n
From particle hit data in the drift chambers (DC), Cerenkov counters (CC), scin­
tillators (SC), electromagnetic shower calorimeters (EC) and the large angle calorime­
ter (LAC) sub-detectors, particle kinematics, i.e., four-momenta, mass and charge, 
was determined. Data were acquired for one event only when there was a CC hit and 
energy deposited in the EC above threshold, 200 m V , 0.6 GeV. The sub-detector 
outputs were then combined during online data taking by an event building soft­
ware procedure and BOS (Bank Organization System) banks generated. These banks
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Figure 5.1: Experimentally accessed Q2 Figure 5.2: Experimentally accessed W
distribution for the 4.0 GeV  high field distribution for the 4.0 GeV  high field
run. run.
6 0 0 0 - | 4.0 GeV, High Field
2000-
Figure 5.3: Experimentally accessed t 
distribution for the 4.0 G eV  high field 
run.
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4.0 GeV, R educed  Field 4.0 GeV, R ed u ced  F ield
60001-6000 -
4000—
2000 -2000 -
0 2 4
Figure 5.4: Experimentally accessed Q2 
distribution for the 4.0 G eV  reduced 
field run.
Figure 5.5: Experimentally accessed W  
distribution for the 4.0 G eV  reduced 
field run.
4.0 GeV, R educed  Field4 0 0 0 -
3000-
1 0 0 0 r-
0 42
-I (GeV2)
Figure 5.6: Experimentally accessed t 
distribution for the 4.0 GeV  reduced 
field run.
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Figure 5.7: Experimentally accessed Q2 Figure 5.8: Experimentally accessed W
distribution for the 2.4 G eV  reduced distribution for the 2.4 G eV  reduced
field run. field run.
2.4 GeV, R educed  Field
10000-
5000
Figure 5.9: Experimentally accessed t 
distribution for the 2.4 G eV  reduced 
field run.
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were then written to tape and stored for off-line data  analysis. BOS banks allow 
for economic storage of data in dynamic “arrays” since events can consist of many 
sub-detector signals. These “raw” data  BOS files are then analyzed off-line, i.e., the 
sub-detector information in an event is analyzed and combined with detector calibra­
tion constants to reconstruct the kinematics of an event. The result of this analysis 
is an additional BOS bank containing particle identification and kinematics.
The condition for e'p'-K+ event selection was observing events with at least three 
tracks. The electron was identified by requiring a negatively charged trajectory i.e., 
matching of hits in the DC, CC, EC and SC sub-detectors to the trajectory. To 
reduce electron misidentification an additional cut was made on the electron DC 
momentum as a function of the energy deposited in the EC, an example is shown 
in Fig. 5.10. W ith the electron found, an event start time was determined by using 
the time the electron hit a scintillator(SC); but if there was no hit in SC, the time 
was determined from EC. The path length of the electron trajectory was determined 
from its DC track. Using the path length and electron velocity (0  «  1) the time 
the event took place at the target was determined. This time was correlated to the 
RF time of the accelerator, 500 M H z , 2 ns. Then due to “phase focusing” [23] the 
time the event took place was known to within ~  200 ps. The proton and ir+ are 
identified by requiring a positively charged track match in the DC and the SC with a 
CC veto. Timing was determined using the SC and the event start time. This time 
and the momentum determined from the DC track were then combined to determine 
the particle mass, an example is illustrated in Fig. 5.11. The trajectory curvature 
direction reflects the charge of the particle.
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Figure 5.10: Example of electron identification software cut, points between the two 
diagonal solid lines are taken to be electrons.
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Figure 5.11: Particle identification based on the mass determined from DC and SC.
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5 .2 .2  R econ stru cted  E ven ts
The resulting event particle reconstruction files contain the particles’ identity 
and four momentum for an event. These files were then input into the program 
“clas View” * filtering events and keeping those with e'p' and 7r+ reconstructed particles 
and calculating the kinematic variables IV, Q2, t and the square of the missing masses 
for M 2,p,, and M 2p,„+. The “clasView” outputs from separate runs for the same 
CLAS magnetic field settings are then combined into a data summary file (DSF). 
The selected events constituted the data  base(DB) used for determining the u  yields.
5 .2 .3  D ata  A nalysis: D eterm in ation  o f  th e O m ega M eson  
Y ield .
To reduce 7r+7r“ background from p-production and sequential resonance decays 
a cut on the M 2tpr^ + distribution was made, and shown in Fig. 5.12, 5.14 and 5.16 
for the 4.0 GeV  high and reduced field data sets and the 2.4 G eV  reduced data  set 
respectively. The M 2p,n+ lower limit was set to ~  40 M eV  above the unobserved two 
pion masses m ^- + m no.
’ A program for CLAS data analysis by Dennis Weygand of TJNAF.
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The Mg/p/ was then determined from the selected events. The M^,p, distri­
butions gave the expected u  peak located on a broad background as displayed in 
Figs. 5.13, 5.15 and 5.17 for the 4.0 GeV  high and reduced field data sets and the 2.4 
G eV  reduced data set respectively.. The smaller peak to the left on the distribution 
is attributable to the rj. Possibly being seen also is a very slight peak for the t)' at 
0.92 G eV 2.
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5.2 .4  D eterm in ation  o f th e B ackground Shape U nder th e  
O m ega
In order to extract the u  peak from the M 2tp, distribution, it was necessary
over the W . t span of this experiment displayed shapes indicative of a three-pion 
background as determined from the subsequent analysis. For some values of W  and 
t the u  peak is on top of a rapidly falling background as can be seen in Fig. 5.18. 
Background sideband subtraction techniques cannot be employed in these cases.
The background shape function was adopted from Kopylov and Komolova [24]. 
It expresses the invariant mass of the =  3 pions (7r+7r°7r- ) in a n =  4 particle 
(p7r+7r°7r- ) final state:
where x, 0 <  x  < 1, defines a dimensionless param eter based on a three-pion invariant 
mass (M e>p>). It ensures fback(x ) disappears at the kinematic limits of the Me/p/
From the expression above it can be seen that x  maps the kinematic phase 
space limits. When M e>p> =  M™™, then x  =  0 and the lower bound of the phase 
space available to the invariant mass is established and equals the rest mass of the 
three pions. When Me>p> =  then x  =  1. However in this case the determination
to characterize the shape of the background with W  and t. The background shape
(5.1)
X
min
’min
of the invariant mass is complicated in that the mass is a  function of Q2, W  and t. 
The is derived in Appendix B with the result
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Where 07vjt is the angle between the virtual photon, 7 v and t directions. The energy 
lost by the incident and scattered electron is given by u =  which is the
energy of the virtual photon, j v
For Eq. 5.2 above was taken to be zero. Its maximum (for the data
=  (W  — m v)2) led only to a 5% change in .
There is appreciable deviation between the background shape and data within a 
selected W , t bin, as shown in Fig. 5.19. The fit does not match the kinematic upper 
limit of M 2,p,. This is due to the dependence has on t, W  and Q2 within a W
and t bin. A similar effect a t the lower limit of M 2tp, is not observed since the minimum 
is only a function of the three-pion rest mass. To further model the background shape 
a Monte Carlo procedure was developed to convolute the background shape within a 
W , t bin.
The convolution was developed utilizing a three dimensional Q2, t and W  space 
based on the bin. Generating 5 random values for each Q2, t and W  within this 
space, gave 5 per W ,t  bin, as illustrated in Fig. 5.21. This allowed for the
convolution of Me>p> within the bin. This procedure improved the fit of the background 
function at the upper M 2lp, limit for the W  and t bins (e.g., compare Figs. 5.20 
and 5.19). In addition, the convolution technique suggests that the background fit, 
in the case where the background rapidly decreases under an u) peak, as in Fig. 5.18, 
may not be unreasonable. was most sensitive to variations in W ; roughly three
times that for Q2 or t. The background now has the form
/ £ * ( * )  =  CONVOLUTION ( / ^ ( x ) ) .
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Finally fb™k(x ) was multiplied by M e'j/ raised to a power,
(5.3)
The power d in the exponent accounts for possible variations in the background 
shape due to dynamical effects, e.g., three-pion final state correlations from sequential 
resonance decays, and possible variation of acceptance over the background range 
(Aback =  T /e^p“x — M™pn). The 1 in the exponent reflects the mapping from Me‘P' ->
The resulting background shape, Fback{x ) given by Eq. 5.3 was found to be in 
excellent agreement with the data  over all IV, t bins (see for example Fig. 5.20). 
Generally, for a given W  bin, as t  increases from tmin the A back goes through a 
maximum and decreases back to approximately the A back at tmin. and A/™p‘,n
based upon the n =  4 and =  3 are in excellent agreement with the data.
The Mg,p, ui peak was modeled by a Gaussian superimposed on Fback(x )- Two 
fits performed to the M 2,p,, W  and t binned histograms were investigated. The first fit 
used five parameters: three uj fitting parameters were used, m^, and A% for the u  
mass, width and peak amplitude respectively; and two parameters were fit to describe 
the background shape Abackground, the amplitude of the background and d +  1 the 
power of Me-p> used for compensating the dynamics and mapping of the background
5.3 Fitting the M^ y Distribution
m 2 => 2m A m  =  (Am )2 => Am =  ^ 2m (5.4)
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shape. Averages were obtained for the mass and width, A/w and erf respectively from 
selected W , t bins based on the number of bin entries. They resulted in
TlZ  = 0.778 GeVUJ
o f  =  0.017 GeV
Using these, the second fit used three parameters, Abackground and d +  1 as defined 
above.
From the peak amplitude, A%, and the averaged width, o f ,  the Gaussian can 
be integrated to determine the number of detected omega mesons for the W , t bins.
5.3 .1  A ccep tan ce  C orrections
To correct for the detector acceptance a Monte Carlo simulation was performed. 
The u) event generator * gave isotropically, i.e., a flat f-dependence, generated uj events 
which decayed to three pions (u —»• 7r+ 7r°~_ ). The c j ’s were generated for selected IV 
and Q2 bins.
The CLAS Detector simulation was carried out using “GSIM” 5 based on the
CERNLIB GEANT [27] program. “GSIM” models the CLAS detector based on
information known about the detector. Parameters such as survey geometry data
for sub-detector alignment are incorporated into the simulation. It also incorporates
cross-sections, particle annihilation and creation, and scattering mechanisms involved
within the material from which the detector was constructed. It took as input the u
*Code developed by Stepan Stepanyan of TJNAF
5 Code developed by the GSIM focus group of TJNAF.
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event generator output (GEN(W,£)) and created files similar to those of the “raw" 
data BOS banks.
There is an important caveat to this acceptance correction. The detector sim­
ulation in GSIM does not have correct EC and CC modeling of edge effects; this 
primarily affects the electron acceptance for an event. For reactions having final state 
event rates considerably higher than those for this experiment, the edge effects were 
eliminated by analyzing data from accurately known inner geometrical regions of the 
CC and EC detectors. Employing such fiducial cuts for this experiment's analysis 
would have significantly reduced the final number of analyzed events resulting in un­
acceptable statistical errors. The analysis for the simulated data then followed as 
before for the “raw” run data and produced DB files containing simulated detector 
accepted events (SDAE(IT,£)). The R atio(W ,t) of the detector simulated DB files 
(SDAE(IT,£)) to the u  generated events GEN(W.£)) gave the CLAS detector accep­
tance in each IT. t bin, for the 4.0 GeV  high and reduced field and 2.4 GeV  reduced 
field, shown in Figs. 5.22, 5.23 and 5.24 respectively.
0  , S D A E (W ,t)Ratio{\\ , t) = G E N ^
Using the Ratio(\V, t) the detected u  yields from the analyzed DB were corrected to 
give the u> yields for each W  and t.
Due to the missing edge effects the simulation is not accurate enough to deter­
mine the cross-section for u  electroproduction, tr^. However, the luminosity (total 
integrated charge) for the run was obtained and a number(see Appendix C) crudely 
approximating cr^  was determined. The name “relative yield” (u>Yieid) will be given 
to this result. These values serve as a “guide to the eye” cross-section wise and if 
interpreted as a^ can be in error by as much as a factor of two in the W  dependence.
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For a given W  the variation in the relative yield interpreted as varies as much as 
30%.
From the relative yield, examination of the t distribution for a W  interval can 
be initiated.
5.4 Error Determination
The error in the u  relative yield was composed of two components. The first 
component was the statistical error of the Gaussian amplitude param eter from a fit 
to the complete Mf,p, distribution in a W, t bin. See Section 5.3. This error was 
obtained from a Hessian m atrix [25] built from the partial derivatives of the full 
fitting function (Gaussian +  phase space) with respect to the fitting paramters. The 
second component arose from the statistical error in the GSIM determination of W. t 
bin acceptances. For the 4.0 G eV  high field simulation it was «  8% 700 events
per bin out of a total of 10000 events) in regions of high acceptance. The systematic 
errors due to GSIM as seen from Fig. 5.22 were roughly 10% over the t region of 
interest (t ~  1 —» 3 G eV 2). For the 2.4 GeV  reduced field simulation this error was 
twice as large as the error associated with the Gaussian amplitude. Thus, this is the 
major contribution to the error bars presented in Figs. 6.2 and 6.4.
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Figure 5.12: M 2lpl7T+ distribution for the 4.0 G eV  high field data illustrating 
the cut to reduce background from /9-production and sequential resonance
decays.
4.0 GeV, High Field |
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1 2 30
Figure 5.13: M 2tp, distribution displaying the u  peak. The smaller peak to 
the left at approximately 0.25 G eV2 is due to the rj. Possibly being seen 
also is a very slight peak for the r( at 0.92 G eV2.
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Figure 5.14: M 2,^^+ distribution for the 4.0 GeV  high field data illustrating 
the cut to reduce background from /^-production and sequential resonance 
decays.
4.0 GeV, Reduced Field4000
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0 3
Figure 5.15: M 2,p, distribution displaying the u) peak. The smaller peak to 
the left at approximately 0.25 G eV 2 is due to the 77. Possibly being seen 
also is a very slight peak for the 77' a t 0.92 GeV2.
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Figure 5.16: M 2lp,^+ distribution for the 4.0 G eV  high field d a ta  illustrating 
the cut to reduce background from /> production and sequential resonance 
decays.
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Figure 5.17: M 2,^ distribution displaying the u; peak. The smaller peak to 
the left at approximately 0.25 G eV2 is due to the rj. Possibly being seen 
also is a very slight shoulder due to the tj' at 0.92 G eV2.
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Figure 5.18: distribution for e'p'-K+
events where the background disappears Figure 5.19: A M ^  fit for e 'pV + events
under the u  peak. before convolution. See Eq. 5.1
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Figure 5.20: The M3p< fit for e'p'tt+ 
events , Fig. 5.19, corrected by convo­
lution. See Eq. 5.3.
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Figure 5.21: Illustration of convolution for W  =  2.15 GeV  and t =  1.95 G eV 2. The 
dots are the random generated within the IV, t bin.
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Acceptance ( W vs t Before and After PSG(4 GeV) -♦ GSIM(Hi Reid) -♦ A1 PRO) in (%)
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Figure 5.22: Acceptance as a function of W  and t, for 4.0 G eV  high field 
events, expressed as a percentage.
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Acceptance (W vs t Before and After PSG(4.0 GeV) -* GSIM(Reduced Reid) —> A1 PRO) in (%)
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Figure 5.23: Acceptance as a function of W  and t, for 4.0 G eV  reduced field 
events, expressed as a percentage.
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Acceptance (W vs t Before and After PSG(2.4 GeV) —> GSIM(Reduced Reid) -> A1 PRO) in (%)
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Figure 5.24: Acceptance as a function of W  and t, for 2.4 GeV  reduced field 
events, expressed as a percentage.
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Chapter 6
Results
6.1 Variation of Relative Yield with t and W
Omega yields binned in in W  (A W  =  0.1 GeV) and t (A t = 0.3 G eV 2) are given 
in Figs. 6.1 and 6.3. For all W  bins the t distributions, Figs. 6.1 and 6.3 generally 
decreased monotonically with t , as expected from either O P E  or D S.
Of the three data sets considered the 4.0 GeV  for the high magnetic field was 
the best with some 93 million triggers collected. The reduced field setting for this 
beam energy collected 40 million triggers less than half tha t of the high field. The 
2.4 GeV  beam collected 90 million triggers about the same number as the high field 
4.0 GeV  beam. However, the W  and t range for the 2.4 G eV  data  was limited due 
to the decrease in beam energy. An approximate ratio of u; events observed for 4.0 
GeV  high field : 4.0 GeV  reduced field : 2.4 GeV  reduced field was 7:5:10.
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6.1 .1  W and t R eg ion s o f  B aryon  R eson an ce-lik e P rocesses
The W  =  1.85 and 1.95 G eV  bins however have a substantial superimposed 
peak at t s; 2 G eV2. Such a peak can be attributable to a s-channel baryon resonance.
Using kinematics based upon the average bin values of IV and t, cos(d*v,J -  
distributions were developed and displayed in Figs. 6.2 and 6.4. Note that at fixed 
Q2 and W , the cosine of the scattering angle, cos{9*v w) is proportional to t , Eq. 2.2. 
These distributions include only values of cos(9^v UJ) th a t lie within the kinematic 
limits accessed over the full accepted Q2 range. At both W  =  1.85 and 1.95 G eV  the 
peak occurs a t — 120°.
The results of similar analysis for the two other da ta  sets (4.0 G eV  reduced field 
and 2.4 G eV  reduced field) are displayed in Figs. 6.3 and 6.4. The t  and cos(0*v UJ) 
distributions indicate peaking at generally the same values as the 4.0 G eV  high field 
data  set.
The appearance of the peaks in these distributions a t IF =  1.8 — 2.0 G eV  
region is evidence that a phenomenon other than O P E  and D S  is occurring in the 
ui production. In these two W  regions the peaks represent approximately 30% of the 
total cross section. Calculations by Capstick and Roberts [2], see Table 1.1, indeed 
predict baryon resonances with substantial photon couplings [6] for W  =  1.8 to 2.1 
G eV . From Table 1.1, the largest coupling occurs for [iV§+]3 (1910)
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6.1.2  W and  t R egions o f  N on  B aryon  R esonance-like P ro­
cesses
The shape of the t-distributions outside the above t peaking regions were fit 
with either an exponential y =  e~bt representing D S, Eq. 2.1.1 (solid lines) or a pion 
propagator y  =  ^^rT|1aQ^  representing O P E , Eq. 2.4 (dashed line) and are shown in 
Fig. 6.1 and 6.3. For all three run data sets, and at all values of IV, the exponential 
fit best describes the distribution. A possible exception, discussed below', is the t 
distribution at W  =  1.85 GeV. The values of the fitted b parameters (labelled as 
“Slope” ) varied between b ~  0.6 to 2.0 GeV~2.
6.1 .3  V ariation  of b w ith  F lu ctu a tion  T im e
If the reaction arises primarily from vector meson dominance, a comparison 
may be made with b, slope parameter values of other vector meson electromagnetic 
production experiments. The parameter b depends on cA r, the fluctuation distance, 
as cA r decreases, the photon spends less time as a  virtual hadron, and more time as 
a point like or bare photon. Since b measures the (transverse) size of the interaction 
region, b will decrease as cA r decreases. This effect has been consistently observed in 
electromagnetic production of p and <p vector mesons [26]. Using p electromagnetic 
production data reported by Casselet al. [26], the average variation, a ’’universal 
curve” , of b with cA r was derived for p mesons.
This curve displays two regions: a ’’saturation” region, cA r > 1 f m  «  interac­
tion distance, within this region f t s s 5 - 7  GeV2 characteristic of hadronic diffractive 
scattering; and a ” transition” region cA r < 1 fm .  In the ” transition” region
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b =  4.3GeV~2 In(cAr) +  4GeV~2.
The more sparse data  for <t> mesons [26] is in approximate agreement with the 
shape of this ’’universal” p derived curve.
The kinematics for this experiment resulted in cA r lying solely in the transition 
region. Figure 6.6 shows the expected variation of cA r with W  for the 4 GeV  high 
field data set.
The variation of the measured values of b with cA r shown in Fig. 6.7 is in striking 
disagreement with the ’’univeral” curve. A possible explanation may be an incorrect 
estimation of the contribution of OPE. It can be noted, however, th a t the average 
fitted b of this experiment agrees with those of two reported u; photoproduction 
experiments [26], after cA r adjustment using the ’’universal” curve.
6.1.4 Y ie ld  variation  w ith  W
From an examination of the ^distributions of Fig. 6.1 it is seen tha t in general 
the yield decreases with increasing W . This was quantatively confirmed by integrating 
the exponential fit of the yield and is displayed in the second column of Table 6 .1. 
Due to the lack of CC and EC fiducial cuts in the three data sets, mentioned in 
Chapter 5, the observed decreasing yield with W  may be spurious.
As noted above, there is a possible agreement of the data  with a OPE process at 
low W , 1.75 and 1.85 GeV. This is consistent with results from Bauer [26] in analysis 
of p and oj photoproduction experiments; O P E  decreases strongly with increasing
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W , falling below D S  for W  >  2.73 GeV, (determined fomr photoproduction d a ta  for 
~  3.5 G eV  [26]) somewhat above the maximum W  accessed in this experiment. 
The O P E  cross-section decrease with W , may possibly arise from absorption or form 
factor effects [26].
It appears that D S  is the dominant u> production process as W  increases, with 
more significant contributions from OPE observed at the lower W  values, W  =  1.75 
and 1.85 GeV.
6 .1 .5  V ariation  o f  th e  T h ree P io n  P h a se  Space S h ap e  
w ith  W
As described in chapter 5, a factor of (M£p,)d+1 was added to a three pion 
background shape of Kopylov and Komolova [24]. The factor accounts for dynamical 
effects. The fitted values of d had a strong fall-off with W , as displalyed in Table 6.1 
and Fig. 6.9. The fall off indicates a broad peaking that moves to lower M^tp, 
with increasing W . The effect may arise from the concentration of phase space a t low 
A/2V , around the M^,p, =  (3mT)2 region for all W . Uncorrelated sequential baryon 
decays would yield an opposite effect.
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w
{GeV)
integrated
relative
yield
Q2
(G eV2)
b
{GeV~2)
d+ 1
1.75 28.9 1.55 2.2 7.0
1.85 0.3 1.54 1.2 5.0
1.95 0.2 1.53 0.9 2.5
2.05 0.2 1.52 0.6 2.0
2.15 0.1 1.48 0.6 1.0
2.25 0.1 1.39 0.7 -0 .5
Table 6 .1: Comparison of integrated relative yield, Q2, slope parameter 6, and d + 1 
as a function of W  for the 4.0 G eV  high field data  set.
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Figure 6.7: Slope parameter, b vs Fluc­
tuation distance, cA r for 4.0 G eV  high 
field data. The dotted curve is the em­
pirical expression 6.1 relating these two 
variables derived from the work of Cassel 
et al. [26].
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Figure 6.9: Variation of power d +  1 as a function of W .
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
W  and t  distributions for to meson electroproduction have been obtained. The 
distributions were developed for 0.1 G eV  bins in W  from W  =  1.7 —> 2.3 GeV  
and 0.3 G eV2 bins in t from — t =  0 —► 4.5 G eV2, see Fig. 6 .1. Except for two W  
bins, (W  =  1.8 —* 1.9 GeV  and W  =  1.9 —> 2.0 G eV), the distributions exhibit a 
differential cross-section monotonically decreasing with t.
For the two above W  bins however, a substantial “bum p” is superimposed on 
the monotonic t fall-off. The “bump” appears a t — t  ~  1.9 —> 2.3 G eV 2, equivalent to 
a CM scattering angle, 9* ss 120°. It is suggestive of a s-channel N* resonance. For 
both W  bins the “bump” constitutes approximately 30% of the total yield in the W  
bin. This is consistent with calculations by Capstick and Roberts, see Table 1.1, which 
predict baryon resonances in the W  =  1.8 —> 2.1 G eV  range that have substantial 
u) [5] and 7  [6] couplings.
The overall monotonically decreasing t  fall-off component present in all W  bins 
was separately fitted to one of two expected predominant u> production processes; a
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vector meson dominance, VMD, diffractive scattering with exponential t and slope 
parameter, 6 or a i-channel 7r-exchange with a pion pole t dependence.
Except for the W  bin a t u  production threshold {Wthreshold — 1.72 G eV =>W — 
1.7 —>• 1.8 GeV  bin), the overall decreasing t  fall-off is best fit using a t  dependence 
tha t is exponential (VMD diffractive scattering) and not characteristic of a pion pole.
The exponential slope parameter, b, obtained from these fits yields information 
not only on the transverse size of the scattering region, as in hadronic diffractive 
scattering, but also on the longitudinal distance over which the virtual photon fluc­
tuates into an u; vector meson, given by the uncertainty principle. This later effect is 
diagrammatically displayed in Fig. 2.2 where the fluctuation distance is represented 
by the length of the line, labelled “w”, between the photon and shaded diffractive 
interaction region. As developed in Section 6.1.3, b is expected to decrease with de­
creasing fluctuation distance, i.e., a short fluctuation distance results in the virtual 
photon remaining in its point-like state. This yields a small value of b.
The behavior of the fitted b with fluctuation distance, shown in Fig. 6.7, however 
is in striking contrast to th a t expected. Although the value of the observed b, averaged 
over all W  bins agrees with that expected, ~  1 GeV~2, the variation of b with 
fluctuation distance is opposite that expected. The variation of 6 with transverse 
scattering region size (i.e., with Q2) could not be obtained from the experiment.
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Appendix A
Electromagnetic Shower 
Calorimeter Fiber Optic Bundle 
Testing
Light transmission efficiency tests were performed on fiber optic bundles which 
carry light between scintillators and photomultiplier tubes in the CLAS electromag­
netic shower calorimeter. Each bundle transmits light from a group of scintillators to 
a common photomultiplier tube. In an unpublished thesis a Monte Carlo simulation 
of the detector indicated a variation of 30% or more within a group would degrade 
the resolution of the detector from 8.19% to 8.74%. Variations of light transmission 
measurements within the group greater than ±15% of the group average caused the 
bundle to be rejected for use, 9% of the bundles were replaced.
Bundles were tested by insertion between a scintillator excited by an ultra violet 
light source and a photomultiplier tube. The set-up is shown in Fig. A .l, excluding
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Figure A.l: A fiber optic bundle located Figure A.2: Results for a single bundle 
in test assembly. test_
readout electronics and high voltage power supply, was contained in a dark box. An 
adjustable platform operated by lab jacks, and fixtures were designed to facilitate 
quick bundle exchange as well as minimizing measurement times. Dynodes of the 
photomultiplier tube were wired together to increase the stability of the system due 
to the elimination of the gain fluctuations inherent in photomultiplier tube operation. 
To increase the speed and simplicity of the system it was operated in DC mode. Thus, 
additional equipment such as analog to digital converters and multichannel analyzers, 
and subsequent analysis required for pulsed mode operation, was not needed. The 
only drawback of the system was ultra violet scintillator damage. Investigation of 
this damage will determine if corrections can be made to the raw da ta  so an abso­
lute measure of light transmission between bundles can be made. An example of a 
completed bundle measurement is shown in Fig. A.2.
Besides scintillator damage other possible sources of light loss were studied such 
as misalignment of light transport components and connections, the use of optical 
grease, and flexing of the bundle while being tested. The intent was to minimize 
light loss or determine that the effect did not disturb the relative light transmission 
for a group. The integrity of the system during a bundle test is further insured by 
repeating the first measurement of a bundle test. If these measurements vary by more
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Figure A.3: Retest of bundle after 15 
months.
than ±5% the bundle is set aside for retesting, the present test discarded and the 
system inspected for the cause of the variation.
In all there were over 11000 measurements made by nine people over an 18 
month period of time. Five of the nine people testing the same bundle yielded a 
maximum 5.9% difference between their measurements. It took approximately 15 
minutes to a half hour for a bundle to be tested. Of the 648 bundles required to build 
the calorimeter 9% had to be replaced. Bundles remeasured after a 15 month time 
span reproduced measurements at the level of 5.6% or less, see Fig. A.3. A summary 
of the bundle measurements is displayed in Fig. A.4.
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Appendix B
Derivation of Kinematic Range of 
Afjy based on Q2, W and t
To understand the kinematic range of M^p,, one can start by defining the four- 
momenta of a particle, which then leads to the calculation of invariant (Lorentz scalar) 
quantities.
P = ( f i E )  = ( P z , P y , p z ] E )  (B .l)
The scalar product of any two four vectors is an invariant (Lorentz scalar) quantity. 
The square of a particles four-momenta yields its mass
P2 =  ( P x , P y , P z , E ) 2 =  E E - p p  = m 2 (B.2)
=> m =  y /E 2 -  p2 (B.3)
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To deal with the discrepancy in the fit to develop t based
exchange between the target and scattered/recoiling proton.
t  =  (P p -P p O 2
=  p i  -  2 p p  • p p /  +  p j  
= m 2p -  2(EpEp> -  |Pp||pp/1 cos(0ppO +
=  2m l -  2 (E'p^p/ -  |pp| |pp-1 cos(^pp/))
In the last step recall mp =  .
In the lab system however
Pp =  0
Ep —  77Tp
implying
p
which will also give the equations
t = 2 m l — 2 Ep>mp
t =  2rrip — 2Ep>mp 
2 Ep'TTip = 2m l — t
e .,  = 2mp
t= m p - 2mp
Also consider the meaning of t in terms of u> and j v
t  — m^v +  m u 2Eyv E u -F 2 \p-jy \ \Pu> | cos ^O^ yy
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Move to the cms and designate frame dependent variables by *, use v  the energy
loss the electrons in the lab frame and Q2 the mass squared of the virtual photon as
defined for leptoproduction
Elv = v (B.17)
1/2 = \P-yv\2-Q 2 (B-18)
=H p7vI2 =  v2 + Q2 (B.19)
= y/v2 + Q2 (B.20)
v  can be found from
W 2 = m 2 + 2 rripi/ — Q2 (B.21)
=j>2mpi/ =  W 2 — m 2 + Q2 (B.22)
(B.23)2777.p
then
t =  - Q 2 + m l -  2v ' K  +  2^1/3 +  K I  cos (B.24)
Consider the expression for the missing mass off of the scattered electron and
proton, e'p', in this case we consider the reaction
e +  p —► e; +  p1 -f- X  (B.25)
=  (Pe +  P p -P e*  - P p ' ) 2 (B.26)
=  (Pe -  Pe' +  Pp -  PpO2 (B.27)
=  (P7v +  Pt)2 (B.28)
where the following definitions follow
P7v =  P e - P e '  (B.29)
Pt =  Pp - P p' (B.30)
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and similarly for t
E t =  E p - E p ,  (B.31)
=  mp -  Ep/ (B.32)
and
E t = \Pt |2 +  m t (B.33)
=  \Pt \2 +  t  (B.34)
=> \pt \2 =  E \ - t  (B.35)
=Hpi| =  y/E f -  t  (B.36)
=  \ j  (mp — Ep-)2 — t (B.37)
Now consider the formalism of the missing mass
MeV =  ( P 7 v + P t ) 2  (B.38)
=  P ? v  +  2p7v P t  +  P 2t  (B.39)
=  P ? v  +  p 2t  + 2 (E7vE t -  \plv \\pt\cos(0Tvi,)) (B.40)
where
P2V = - Q 2 (B.41)
P2 =  t (B.42)
=  angle between 7  and t three-momenta (B.43)
07vjf was taken to be zero and its maximum variation led to a 5% change in
Now
=  P?v +  Pt + 2 (EyvE t -  Ip7v I |pt | cos(07v,t)) (B.44)
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=  - Q 2 + 1 + 2u(mp -  Ep>)
- 2  yju2 +  Q2y/(m p — Ep>)2 -  t cos(07v,«)
using Eq. B.15
Trip E'pt — Trip nip ■f’
2mn
2 m r
substitute into Eq. B.45
A'[2p> — —Q2 -+-1 +  2i/
2 m„
- 2 ^ + Q ^  ( j ^ - )  - (  cos(«,v,,)
=  - Q 2 + 1 +
z/t
- 2 i
define the cos(07vit) factor to be 
A =  - 2
and the other to be
{v2 +  Q2) cos (0W )
A (z/2 +  Q2) ( ( 2^ -  ) -  t ) cos(07v,t)
B =  Q2 +  t -f-
ut
TTlr,
and the expression to evaluate becomes
Mlp± = B ± A
where
•  - => cos(07vi*) is positive and thereby 07vit =  0°
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maximum < P-vs t (based on constrained W and Q2)
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Figure B .l: Maximum vs t  to observe kinematic limits on t distributions
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•  +  =► cos(07vit) is negative and thereby 07vit =  180° 
A mapping of is display in Fig. B .l
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Appendix C 
Determination of the Omega 
Meson Yield
Determination of the a; based on the parameters and quantities of 4 G eV  high 
magnetic field runs.
, ,counts „ barns
U Y ie id  = -------------------------------W ’t -btn '----------  ■' cm2-------------~ T o ^ r i C . l )
p - t h -  N a ■ Qtotal • A W  ■ A Q 2 • A t ■ Ratio(W, T) • 
u w!tlUn =  number of us  in the W , t bin (C.2)
by integration of the Gaussian fit to the M 2,p, peak
p =  0.07 =  target density (Hydrogen) (C.3)
th  =  4.0 cm =  target thickness (C.4)
M  =  2.0 = molecular weight of target (C-5)mole
N a =  6.02 x iq23 m °lecules ^  Avogadro’s number (C.6 )
mole
Qtotai = 8.6 x 106 C = to ta l integrated charge (C.7)
Q
qe- =  1.6 x 10“ 19— ----------- =  electron charge (C.8 )electron
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 ^ =  27 x 10 5 =  transformation from W (1.8 G eV ) (C.9)dW  dQ*
and Q2(1.6 G eV2) to 9 <f>
A W  =  0.1 G eV = W  bin size (C.10)
A Q 2 «  0.8 —> 2.8 GeV"2 =  Q2 bin size (C .ll)
A t  =  0.3 G eV 2 = t bin size (C.12)
R atio(W ,T)  =  acceptance correction of the W , t bin (C.13)
bamS  _o j  n . . — =  10 =  convert cm* to barns (C.14)cm*
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